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CAMP EXPERIENCE 

 

 

EBSB or 'Eke Bharat Shrestha Bharat' of NCC is an annual camp for national integration conducted 

between paired states. The aim of the camp is to foster a sense of unity and nationalism amongst the 

participating NCC cadets and familiarizing with the paired states. In EBSB phase 4 Kerala and 

Lakshadweep directorate was paired with Gujrat directorate which we were a part .  

           EBSB camps are an important means of imparting training to the cadets at National level and to 

promote National Integrity among the cadets and showcase unity in diversity. Due to the ongoing 

COVID-19 pandemic NCC is conducting Online EBSB saptah .  

The EBSB saptah  phase 4 was conducted from 13th Oct to 18th Oct .Each  group in both directorate 

imparted 20 cadets ,the whole family was up to 200 . The theme of the 4th EBSB was  "SWATCH BHARAT 

ABHIYAN". 

It was a great experience. The six day camp taught me a lot of things . The program aims to actively 

enhance interaction between people of diverse cultures living in 2 different state of India. Gujarat 

directorate kindly shared their cultural and traditional beauty. Their cuisines are quite different from us 



also they are seen to be delicious. They tried to taught us their lovely Gujarati  ,also we introduced them 

our mother tongue. The all events made us joyful, through proper unity and discipline. 

It's my first camp experience , and it was awesome to be a part of EBSB 4. I ‘am  very glad to be a part of 

this camp . Also got lots of buddies, all of them made this camp memorable. I got an opportunity from 

there, to Know more about various culture of both Gujarat and Kerala , and made out that how unity in 

diversity work on .Lt. Suresh sir was our moderator ,and he took us strongly together. In that six day 

program ,day 3 was Calicut group's turn .I was also part of cultural program, both me and one of my 

senior from the camp were presented a mixture of Kerala traditional dance there. And all of our family 

get enhanced the program in various ways . To avoid instant network problems most of our programs 

were pre-recorded, except debate and quizzes. The last day was  quite emotional for our whole family . 

But still the bond is going on . 

To celebrate the idea of India as a nation wherein different cultural units across varied geographies 

coalesce and interact with each other, this glorious manifestation of diverse languages, cuisine, music, 

dance, theatre, movies & films, handicrafts, sports, literature, festivals, painting, sculpture etc. Will 

enable people to imbibe the innate chord of binding and brotherhood .Also EBSB helps to ease out the 

feeling of ‘stranger in a strange land’ among the people of different states, cultures and traditions living 

in various states of India. 

 

It enhance the cadets, To generate the vibrance of understanding & appreciation amongst the people 

and forge mutual bonding to securing an enriched value system of unity in the nation. 

I ‘am very glad to share that, the camp was a great experience o celebrate the diversity as well as unity 

of the Nation at the same time. 

              Jaihind  


